DISCONTINUED PRODUCTS

RDCP 600 replaced by the SeaGuard II DCP
The RDCP 600 is discontinued and will no longer be available for sale. After-sales support and service will continue.

SR10 sensors for RDCP, RCM9/11 and stand-alone discontinued
The SR10 sensors that are intended for connection to older instruments like RCM9/RCM11 and RDCP 600 are being discontinued. You can still order those sensors until September 30th, 2015. We will continue to provide after-sales support and service.

The concerned sensors include:
DCS 4100/4100R replaced by In-line ZPulse DCS 5800/5810
Oxygen Optode 3835/4130C replaced by 4835 and 4531
Oxygen Optode 3830/3930C replaced by 4330 and 4831
Conductivity sensor 4019/3919/4119 replaced by 4319
Temperature sensor 4050 replaced by 4060
Pressure sensor 4017 replaced by 4117/5217
Turbidity sensor 3612/3712 replaced by 4112.

In addition, we would like to bring to your attention that the DO Optode foil kit 3853 contains only one foil instead of two as supplier prices have increased significantly. We also would like to remind you that the Datalogger 3660 has been discontinued and replaced by SmartGuard.

For further information please contact our Product Manager, Emilie Dorgeville
Email: emilie.dorgeville@xyleminc.com Tel: +47 55 60 48 00.